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NA62 in few words
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Measure branching ratio of K → πνν 
predicted with 10% precision to be 10-10 
Need to have 1012 kaon decays to make a 10% measurement



Data Challenge
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Unit of data-taking is an SPS burst, which last 3-5 seconds 
Take 4000 SPS bursts / day, 250k events per burst 
Event size of ~10kB, ~2.5 GB per burst 
One DAQ Run is ~1500 bursts, granularity at which data is calibrated (though high 
precision / high rate detectors are also calibrated at burst level) 

Fully reconstructed data is NA62 ~twice the size of raw (similar to ATLAS ESD)

events / day 

(billions)

raw data / 
day 
(TB / day)

reco data /
day 
(TB / day)

NA62 ~1 10 20



Data Reduction
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Unit of data-taking is an SPS burst, which last 3-5 seconds 
Take 4000 SPS bursts / day, 250k events per burst 
Event size of ~10kB, ~2.5 GB per burst 
One DAQ Run is ~1500 bursts, granularity at which data is calibrated (though high 
precision / high rate detectors are also calibrated at burst level) 

Fully reconstructed data is NA62 ~twice the size of raw, not retained 
Reconstructed data is filtered to reduce data volume by ~20, writing ~10 filters 
~200 physicists on NA62 start with filtered datasets

events / day 

(billions)

raw data / 
day 
(TB / day)

reco data /
day 
(TB / day)

filtered reco 
/ day 
(TB / day)

NA62 ~1 10 20 10 
(~ 10 * 1)



Data Processing
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Using Atlas Tier0 Production System (Luc Goosens, Armin Nairz, Jaroslav Guenther) 
Adapted for NA62, implemented python interface to NA62 s/w framework 

Implemented 15 production step workflow to perform calibration, reco, filter and DQ 
In addition there are many custom processes 

Production runs on HTCondor at CERN, outputs stored on eos



Data Analysis
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Production runs on HTCondor at CERN, outputs stored on eos 

Production system has Datasets and Files tables for data management 

Custom process queries tables to create filelists for filter datasets for end users 

Currently all analysis runs on HTCondor/LSF @ CERN, no DDM



Distributed Data Management?
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MC production uses the grid 
highly customised production system based on DIRAC 

Several sites belong to NA62 VO 
Interesting to consider using these sites for real data 
production, analysis, both? 

Not highest priority while NA62 requirements fit at CERN 
More future proof if requirements increase significantly, would need a WMS 
Still, attractive features like data management for production system (staging from 
tape, etc.), check that files are (still) on storage, lifetime policy 

Key points would be  
(seamless !) integration with production system 
(seamless !) migration of pfns (can another pfn algo be used?)





Backup
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